Abstract. Inference of model parameters is one step in an engineering process often ending in predictions that support decision in the form of design or control. Incorporation of end goals into the inference process leads to more efficient goal-oriented algorithms that automatically target the most relevant parameters for prediction. In the linear setting the control-theoretic concepts underlying balanced truncation model reduction can be exploited in inference through a dimensionally optimal subspace regularizer. The inference-for-prediction method exactly replicates the prediction results of either truncated singular value decomposition, Tikhonov-regularized, or Gaussian statistical inverse problem formulations independent of data; it sacrifices accuracy in parameter estimate for online efficiency. The new method leads to low-dimensional parameterization of the inverse problem enabling solution on smartphones or laptops in the field. Many inverse problems are ill-posed; the data do not determine a unique solution. Inference approaches, therefore, rely on the injection of prior information. In deterministic formulations [9] , this prior information is often manifested as a form of regularization. In Bayesian statistical formulations [17] , the prior information is used to formulate a prior distribution reflecting the belief in probable parameter values. As a result, the distinction becomes blurred between inferred parameter modes informed by data and modes influenced largely or wholly by prior information. Without careful design of prior information, this injection of outside information can overshadow the information contained in the limited data that are obtained. Although ill-posedness will always be an issue to some extent in limited data settings, in this paper we show that it is possible to partially circumvent the deleterious effects of the use of regularizers or prior information by incorporating end goals.
Introduction.
The process of utilizing experimental data to estimate unknown parameters is central to many important problems in science and engineering. Inference problems arise in medical imaging [3] , geophysics [7] , meteorology and oceanography [13] , heat transfer [1] , electromagnetic scattering [11] , and electrical impedance tomography [2] , among many other disciplines.
Many inverse problems are ill-posed; the data do not determine a unique solution. Inference approaches, therefore, rely on the injection of prior information. In deterministic formulations [9] , this prior information is often manifested as a form of regularization. In Bayesian statistical formulations [17] , the prior information is used to formulate a prior distribution reflecting the belief in probable parameter values. As a result, the distinction becomes blurred between inferred parameter modes informed by data and modes influenced largely or wholly by prior information. Without careful design of prior information, this injection of outside information can overshadow the information contained in the limited data that are obtained. Although ill-posedness will always be an issue to some extent in limited data settings, in this paper we show that it is possible to partially circumvent the deleterious effects of the use of regularizers or prior information by incorporating end goals.
While in some cases estimation of unknown parameters is the end goal, there are many engineering processes where parameter estimation is one step in a multistep process ending with design. In such scenarios, engineers often define output quantities of interest to be optimized by the design. In consideration of this fact, we propose a goal-oriented approach to inference that accounts for the output quantities of interest. Generally, in an abstract sense, our experimental data are informative between the experiment and prediction observability associated with parameter modes. In the linear case, this approach leads to a form of subspace regularization that is dimensionally optimal in the sense that we infer the fewest number of parameters necessary to accurately estimate the predictions required to meet end goals.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we provide background material on the control-theoretic concepts. We review the principles of and give an algorithm for balanced truncation model reduction. In section 3 we define experiment and prediction observability, we delineate the IFP algorithm for the truncated singular value decomposition inverse problem formulation, and we provide discussion on the numerical implementation and computational cost associated with the new method. The theoretical underpinnings of the method are provided in section 4, including a geometric interpretation and proof of the dimensional optimality of the critical subspace. In section 5 we extend the approach to Tikhonov-regularized and Gaussian statistical inverse problems. Section 6 discusses the application of the new method to a model problem in contaminant identification and presents numerical results that corroborate the theory. Conclusions are provided in section 7.
Background.
In this section we provide background material in controltheoretic concepts and balanced truncation model reduction. Controllability and observability gramians are defined in section 2.1 and their properties discussed. In section 2.2 balanced truncation model reduction is described. This is background material in control theory and model reduction that we will lean on for the development of our goal-oriented inference approach.
Consider the time-invariant discrete-time linear system x k+1 = Ax k + Bu k , k = 0, 1, . . . , (2.1) y k = Cx k , k= 0, 1, . . . , (2.2) where x k ∈ R n is the state at time step k, A ∈ R n×n , B ∈ R n×ni , u k ∈ R ni is the input at time step k, C ∈ R no×n , and y k ∈ R no is the output at time step k. The system has given initial condition x 0 . We assume that (2.1) is stable; i.e., the spectral radius ρ(A) < 1.
Controllability and observability.
Controllability and observability are two important properties of the system (2.1)-(2.2) [12] . The information contained within them is exploited in balanced truncation model reduction, as we describe in section 2.2.
A measure of the controllability L c (x) of a state x is the minimum input energy required to drive the system to zero when initialized at x 0 = x; i.e., 
k ∈ R n×n be the controllability gramian. The system (2.1)-(2.2) is controllable if P is full rank. Then we may write L c (x) = x P −1 x. A measure of the observability L o (x) of a state x is the total output energy generated by the unforced (u k = 0 ∀k) system initialized at x 0 = x; i.e., The controllability and observability gramians are usually computed as solutions to the Stein equations
respectively.
Balanced truncation model reduction.
A projection-based reduced model of the system (2.1)-(2.2) is given bŷ
no is the output of the reduced model at time step k. The left basis U ∈ R n×m and right basis V ∈ R n×m span subspaces of dimension m n and satisfy U V = I.
Balanced truncation model reduction is one method for selecting the left and right bases [16] . Conceptually, balanced truncation can be understood in two distinct steps. The first step is a similarity transformation to describe the state space of the system (2.1)-(2.2) in a way that balances each coordinate direction's combined measure of controllability and observability. In particular, the controllability and observability gramians of the transformed system are diagonal and equal. The second step is truncation, retaining only some of the states in the transformed model and discarding the rest. For example, any coordinate directions having zero combined measure of controllability and observability can be truncated without affecting the system's input-output behavior.
We first identify the similarity transformation. The balanced truncation left and right bases can be obtained using general matrix factors of the controllability and observability gramians [4, 15] . For purposes of exposition, we will assume the factors are square. Let P = SS and Q = RR . Consider the similarity transformation defined by T −1 = Σ −1/2 M R and T = SNΣ −1/2 , where MΣN is the singular value decomposition (SVD) of R S. The transformed system
has diagonal and equal controllability and observability gramians,
The coefficients σ 1 , σ 2 , . . . , σ n on the diagonal of Σ are known as the Hankel singular values, which represent a joint measure of the controllability and observability of the modes in the transformed system. The second step is the truncation of the transformed statex ∈ R n tox ∈ R m . The truncation eliminates the least controllable and observable modes of the system based on the Hankel singular values.
In practice the balanced truncation reduced model can be obtained by directly identifying left and right bases U and V by Algorithm 1. Although balanced truncation is not optimal, there exist bounds on the H ∞ -norm of the error system related to Downloaded 06/17/13 to 18.7.29.240. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php 
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2: Compute the first m left eigenvectors φ i of R PR also having eigenvalues σ 2 i ; i.e.,
3: Then define the left and right bases
the truncated Hankel singular values [16] . There exist algorithms to obtain a balanced reduced model via approximate computation of the gramians for large-scale systems [15, 10] .
3. IFP method in the linear setting. Let μ ∈ R q be an unknown parameter defining a system of interest. We assume that q is large; i.e., there are many more parameters to infer than experiments we can afford to perform or predictions we wish to make. Let O e ∈ R r×q be the linear observation operator representing the (usually indirect) measurement process mapping the parameter space to the space of experimental observables of dimension r < q. We write experimental outputs y e = O e μ. In many instances it will be appropriate to model sensor error, in which case we obtain y d = e(y e , ) for some error model e and a measure of error . Our formulation will utilize the experimental output matrix O e , but our algorithms will be dataindependent and therefore admit any form of the error model e. For many applications of interest, O e will be the composition of a PDE operator and an observation operator. Likewise, the prediction operator O p ∈ R s×q is analogous to O e but instead measures prediction output quantities of interest in the space of dimension s < r. 1 We write prediction y p = O p μ. 2 In section 3.1 we define experiment and prediction observability and the associated gramians. Section 3.2 states our assumptions, gives important definitions, and establishes the IFP property. We conclude with an algorithm for obtaining a basis for efficient inversion. Finally, in section 3.3 we discuss the numerical implementation of the algorithm and analyze the computational complexity.
3.1. Experiment and prediction observability. Experiment and prediction observability extend the concept of observability of linear systems described in section 2.1 to the goal-oriented inference setting.
A measure of the experiment observability of a parameter μ is given by the experimental output energy associated with it. We define L e (μ) = y e 2 = O e μ 2 . Consequently, the experiment observability gramian H e = O e O e can be defined since L e (μ) = μ H e μ. Since the experiment observability gramian is symmetric and positive semidefinite, it admits the decomposition H e = V e L e V e , where V e ∈ R q×r is orthogonal and L e ∈ R r×r is diagonal with positive entries. The columns of V e are eigenvectors of H e with corresponding eigenvalues on the diagonal of L e . When we solve the inverse problem, the pseudoinverse
e V e and its matrix factor G e = V e L −1/2 e will play an important role. Let V e ⊥ be an orthogonal basis whose range is the orthogonal complement to the range of V e . Then any parameter μ can be decomposed as μ = V e V e μ + V e ⊥ V e ⊥ μ. The first component influences the data y e observed for parameter μ while the second component produces exactly zero experimental output. When we utilize data y e to infer the parameter μ, the second component is determined by injecting outside information through regularization and prior distribution in the deterministic and statistical approaches, respectively.
A measure of the prediction observability of a parameter μ is given by the prediction output energy associated with it. Define
It is also symmetric and positive semidefinite and therefore has a decomposition H p = V p L p V p analogous to H e above. Similarly, any parameter μ can be de-
The first component will pass through to predictions y p and is therefore necessary to accurately estimate; on the other hand, the second component is in the kernel of O p and will therefore not contribute to y p . Thus, the second component need not be accurately estimated, or even estimated at all, to achieve accurate estimates of y p .
IFP algorithm.
The IFP method will lead to a well-chosen basis for inference spanning the low-dimensional subspace of the parameter space that will result in replication of the predictions obtained by a traditional approach to the linear inverse problem. In this section, we will treat the truncated SVD approach to the linear inverse problem, and we will extend the method to the Tikhonov-regularized inverse problem and Gaussian statistical inverse problem in section 5.
We begin with a truncated singular value decomposition (TSVD) approach to the linear inverse problem. The inverse problem uses data y d and knowledge of O e to estimate the unknown parameter μ. In many applications, however, the inverse problem is ill-posed due to the vast null space of O e . This difficulty is usually overcome by regularization. In this section, we consider a form of subspace regularization by seeking a solution only in the row space of O e . In section 5.1, we will consider regularization in the form of a penalty in the objective function.
Let PSV = O e be the SVD with P ∈ R r×r , S ∈ R r×q , and V ∈ R q×q . Let V e ∈ R q×r and V 
In the traditional two-step approach, this estimate of μ would then be utilized in simulation to predict output quantities of interest
It is precisely these prediction outputs that the IFP method will reproduce. The following derivation of the IFP basis resembles, and in fact was inspired by, balanced truncation model reduction [16] . It is not necessary, however, for there to exist an underlying state space system to use the IFP method; it is sufficient to have models only for the experiment and prediction operators O e and O p .
Before stating the basis generation algorithm, we first define the key property of the IFP method.
Property 1. A parameter estimate μ * has the IFP property if it results in prediction equal to that of the prediction resulting from the TSVD parameter estimate
has Property 1. For now, we assume that such a subspace exists and is spanned by the columns of the matrix W ∈ R q×s . Then, we may write
We will also need an important assumption regarding the geometry of the experiment and prediction observable subspaces. Assumption 1. We will assume throughout that rank(V p V e ) = s. Assumption 1 is not a limiting assumption; however, if rank(V p V e ) < s, this implies that there are some linear combinations of experiments orthogonal to predictions; i.e., there should be a suitable reformulation such that V p V e is full rank.
We now define the IFP subspace. We now present an algorithm for obtaining an IFP basis W (we prove it in section 4.1) that simultaneously diagonalizes the projected experiment and prediction observability gramians. Although the simultaneous diagonalization is not necessary Downloaded 06/17/13 to 18.7.29.240. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php Algorithm 2 IFP Basis Generation for TSVD approach
to replicate the TSVD predictions (any basis for W will do), it does provide a measure by which further reduction can be performed if desired.
The singular values on the diagonal of Σ are analogous to the Hankel singular values of balanced truncation. They represent a joint measure of the experiment and prediction observability. While Algorithm 2 identifies a low-dimensional basis for the IFP subspace, it is possible to truncate further. In this basis, eliminating columns of W from the right is analogous to removing the least experiment and prediction observable modes according to the joint measure reflected by the singular values.
3.3. IFP implementation and computational complexity. Algorithm 2 has two major computational steps. In step 1 we require the eigendecomposition of the experiment observability gramian H e = O e O e , which has rank r.
Step 2 involves an eigendecomposition of a matrix of rank s.
For step 1, efficient implementation should include a code to perform the matrixvector product H e v as efficiently as possible, both in terms of storage and operation cost. Oftentimes, particularly when the governing equations are given by PDEs, this implies a matrix-free implementation. For problems of interest, the action H e v is one forward and one adjoint solution starting from initial condition v [5] . Let α(n) be the cost of one time step of the PDE (depending on the mesh DOFs n) and K e be the number of time steps until the last data are collected. Then the forward and adjoint solutions cost 2α(n)K e . Since the experiment observability gramian has rank r, an iterative eigenvalue solver like Lanczos iteration will require at least 2rα(n)K e to obtain the eigendecomposition, but it may not exceed this cost by much if the eigenvalues are well separated [8] . Note here that r is independent of n and that α(n) ∼ n if appropriate preconditioners are used. If all operations are performed iteratively, the storage requirements should not exceed a small constant number of parameter vectors and therefore scale linearly with q. However, we do assume here that we store the r eigenvalues and eigenvectors for a total cost of (q + 1)r = qr + r.
The computation in step 2 contains two parts. First, the implementation should include a matrix-free code for computing
Second, a rank s eigendecomposition must be computed. The code for the action of the prediction observability gramian on a vector H p v will also manifest in forward and adjoint solves, although the final time of the simulation K p > K e . Thus, the cost is approximately 2α(n)K p for each matrix-vector product. This computation is a part of the code that computes the matrix-vector product
V e H p V e L e v utilized by the eigenvalue solver. Each such product requires in order (from right to left) r scalar products, nr scalar products, r q-vector sums, 2α(n)K p for the action of H p , r qvector inner products, and finally another r scalar products. That is a total cost of 2(4q + 2)rα(n)K p for each matrix-vector product G e O p O p G e v. Since this matrix has rank s, we can expect approximately s such iterations giving a total cost for step 2 of approximately 2(4q + 2)rsα(n)K p . There is negligible additional storage required at this step since the storage of the eigenvectors V e will dominate. We Downloaded 06/17/13 to 18.7.29.240. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php store the resulting s eigenvalues and r-dimensional eigenvectors for a storage cost of (r + 1)s.
If we combine the cost of the first two steps and then account for the final matrix multiplication to obtain W, we have a total operation cost of approximately 2rα(n)K e + 2(4q + 2)rsα(n)K p + qrs 2 and total storage cost of approximately (q + 1)r + (r + 1)s + qs. While the IFP method may be more computationally expensive than traditional inference procedures for the solution of one-off inverse problems, the benefits of the IFP method are three-fold. First, if data are collected repeatedly under the same experimental observation operator, then the cost of determining the IFP basis can be amortized over the experiments. Second, the IFP basis encodes important information about the process relating inference and prediction, in particular through an analysis of the range of the IFP basis as it compares to the ranges of the gramians of the experiment and prediction processes. The study of this relationship could play a role in determining the effects of regularization and in designing future experiments. Last, and perhaps most importantly, since the IFP method has dataindependent theory, it is feasible to move all of this computation offline and utilize only the resulting basis in an online deployment. This offline-online decomposition of cost can make the IFP approach efficient for inverse problem solutions on lightweight, portable devices in the field.
IFP linear theory.
In this section we develop the relevant theory for the IFP method in linear inverse problems. We first prove that the basis generated by Algorithm 2 leads to Property 1. We give a geometric interpretation of the IFP method in this setting. Finally, the section is concluded with a proof of dimensional optimality, showing that there is no subspace of dimension less than s that makes the solution of (3.3) have Property 1.
Prediction exactness.
We first show that the basis generated by Algorithm 2 defines an IFP subspace, i.e., that the solution to (3.3) has Property 1.
Theorem 4.1. Algorithm 2 leads to a basis W whose columns span an IFP subspace. Therefore, the solution μ IFP to (3.3) with W = range(W) has Property 1.
−3/2 and note that the columns of U are a basis for the row space of O p . Thus, any two parameter estimates μ 1 and μ 2 satisfying U (μ 1 − μ 2 ) = 0 will have the same prediction O p μ 1 = O p μ 2 . We will now show U (μ IFP − μ TSVD ) = 0. Substituting the optimality conditions for the TSVD and IFP optimization problems, we find
e V e O e )y d . By construction, we have
where we have used the orthonormality of Ψ and the eigendecomposition from Algorithm 2. Furthermore, the basis W satisfies the relation
Using these facts, (4.1) reduces to Since Π 2 = Π, Π is a projector. An orthogonal projector has orthogonal range and null spaces. Any projector that is not an orthogonal projector is an oblique projector. Therefore, it suffices for us to obtain a vector v ∈ R q such that (Πv) (v − Πv) = 0 to show that Π is an oblique projector since Πv ∈ range(Π) and v − Πv ∈ null(Π).
We assume that L e = I in general; if it is, then Π is an orthogonal projector. Let z ∈ R r be chosen such that
e z. Then if we write out the expression above, we find . Based on our choice of v above, we find that the first term on the right-hand side vanishes; i.e., v V e ΛV e v = z L e ΨΨ z = 0.
The second term on the right-hand side of (4.2) can be rewritten as
ΨΨ L e z 2 ≥ 0. Since we chose z such that Ψ L e z = 0, the second term is positive. This implies that we have found a v such that (Πv) (v − Πv) = 0, and therefore Π is an oblique projector. Proof. In view of Assumption 1, the predictable component of the TSVD solution is obtained from the data by the operation 
In order for
for arbitrary y d it must be the case that
However, we know that the matrix on the left has rank s and the matrix on the right has ranks = s, establishing a contradiction. Therefore, a basis permitting Property 1 must have dimension at least s. Thus, an IFP subspace, which has dimension s, is dimensionally optimal.
Extensions of the IFP method.
We extend the IFP method to Tikhonovregularized inverse problems and Gaussian statistical inverse problems in this section. It is shown that only a small modification to the IFP method above is necessary to apply the goal-oriented approach to these cases.
Tikhonov-regularized inverse problem.
Another method for regularizing ill-posed inverse problems is adding a penalty term to the objective function [9] . The idea is to select the parameter that most closely matches the experimental data and is minimum under some prescribed norm. The main effect is a modification of the experiment observability gramian in the algorithm.
A Tikhonov-regularized inverse problem [9] has the form The eigendecomposition in step 1 of Algorithm 3 will lead to square eigenvector matrices V e ∈ R n×n since H e is full rank by design of R, which increases both the operation and storage cost of the algorithm. It will be necessary to obtain n eigenvectors to maintain prediction exactness, and this cost could be prohibitive. Otherwise, one may choose to truncate the eigendecomposition based on the decay of the eigenvalues and obtain an approximation to our method. It should be mentioned, however, that since R is specified, the cost of each matrix-vector product H e v should not be much greater than the cost for the unregularized experiment observability gramian in the TSVD approach in section 3.2. So although there are a total of n (instead of r) eigenvectors to compute, the cost of obtaining each one is still about the same. It may also be possible to obtain the eigendecomposition more efficiently by leveraging the symmetry of the two matrices O e O e and R R by providing an estimate of the eigenvalues based on the eigenvalues of O e O e and R R separately [14] . Proof. The proof is exactly the same as the proof of Theorem 4.1. Algorithms 2 and 3 work with the eigendecomposition of H e , which has been suitably redefined for the Tikhonov-regularized inverse problem here.
Linear Gaussian statistical inverse problem.
One way to account for uncertainty in prior knowledge and uncertainty in sensor measurements is through a statistical formulation of the inverse problem. In this section, we demonstrate how the IFP methodology can be extended to the statistical setting using a Bayesian approach with a Gaussian prior and Gaussian likelihood. The solution to the statistical inverse problem is a random variable and therefore has a distribution, which in this case is also Gaussian due to the linearity. That distribution over the parameter is then propagated through to the prediction, resulting in a distribution over predictions that we refer to as the posterior predictive. Instead of finding a single estimate of the predictions, we will determine a mean and covariance estimate. The mean estimate is obtained by the IFP method for a specific Tikhonov-regularized inverse problem; i.e., the procedure discussed in section 5.1 is all that is required. We show that the covariance estimate can be obtained at minimal additional cost through matrix multiplications involving the IFP basis W and singular values Σ. Downloaded 06/17/13 to 18.7.29.240. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php Let μ ∼ N (0, Γ 0 ) be the multivariate Gaussian random variable with mean 0 and covariance Γ 0 representing our prior knowledge of the unknown parameter. 3 We assume that the measurements we make are corrupted by independent additive Gaussian errors = y d − O e μ ∼ N (0, σ 2 I) with zero mean and variance σ 2 . Given that the map from parameters to experimental outputs is linear, by Bayes's rule, we write the posterior estimate of the parameter
where
Recall, however, that we are interested only in the statistics of the prediction arising from simulations utilizing this parameter. That is, the posterior predictive
It is this posterior predictive distribution y p |y d that will be replicated by the IFP method.
We will now show that the IFP approach can obtain the posterior predictive. First note that the posterior predictive mean is obtained as the solution to a Tikhonovregularized inverse problem. We now show that this is precisely the posterior mean. The first-order optimality condition of (5.4) is given by
whose solution is μ
The remainder of the proof is completely analogous to that of Theorem 5.1.
The following theorem states that the posterior predictive covariance can be recovered by a matrix multiplication involving the IFP basis W and the diagonal matrix of singular values Σ already computed in the posterior predictive mean obtained above. 
Proof. The posterior predictive covariance is given by
Recall that H e = Γ −1 
Inserting the identity Σ −1/2 ΣΣ −1/2 = I, we obtain
In the next section, we will apply the IFP method to a two-dimensional (2-D) advection-diffusion model problem simulating contaminant transport.
Application to 2-D advection diffusion.
Consider a contaminant inversion and prediction problem modeled by advection diffusion in two dimensions. A one-time contaminant release advects and diffuses throughout the domain. A handful of sensors measuring concentration of the contaminant give localized readings at discrete times. We wish to predict output quantities of interest depending on the contaminant concentration in the domain at later times. In section 6.1 we provide details about the problem description. In section 6.2 we present the numerical results corroborating the theory developed above. 
) and n denotes the outward-pointing unit normal on each of the four segments of ∂Ω.
The experimental outputs y e (t) = (y e1 (t), y e2 (t), . . . , y en s (t)) at time t are given by localized integrals of the contaminant concentration, i.e.,
where z i is the location of the ith sensor, σ e = 0.01 is a measure of the sensing radius for all sensors, · represents the Euclidean norm in R 2 , and n s is the number of Downloaded 06/17/13 to 18.7.29.240. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php sensors distributed in the domain. Contaminant concentration readings are available only at discrete times t = t 0 , t 1 , . . . , t nr , where n r is the number of readings. In what follows, we will denote the concatenation of experimental outputs as (6.4) y e = y e (t 0 ) y e (t 1 ) · · · y e (t nr ) .
Then, y e ∈ R r , where r = n s n r . In our numerical experiments, we use eight sensors. The domain and sensor locations are shown in Figure 6 .1. The sensors are placed in the domain with knowledge of the synthetic initial contaminant concentration but are not chosen with consideration for any of the outputs of interest. Both the IFP and traditional approaches utilize the same sensor configuration. We make measurements at time instants t = Δt, 2Δt, . . . , 30Δt, where Δt = 5 × 10 −3 . For the numerical experiments we compare prediction outputs from the three traditional methods to their respective IFP implementations. We define three timedependent prediction outputs of interest and two scalar prediction outputs.
Let ∂Ω r = {(z 1 , z 2 ) | z 1 = 1, 0 < z 2 < 0.4} denote the right boundary of the domain. One prediction output quantity of interest is the total contaminant propagating outward through this boundary as a function of time in the interval 60Δt ≤ t ≤ 70Δt, i.e.,
where n r = (1, 0) is the outward-pointing unit normal for the right boundary.
We define a second prediction output of interest that is the total contaminant contained within a box on the interior of the domain. Let
For the demonstration of the IFP methodology in the statistical setting, we will use two scalar prediction output quantities of interest. Let Ω 2 = {(z 1 , z 2 ) | 0.6023 ≤ z 1 ≤ 0.6932, 0.1000 ≤ z 2 ≤ 0.1909}; see Figure 6 .1. Define
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The IFP method utilizes the experimental data to infer those components of the parameter that are relevant for predicting the output quantities of interest. Our numerical experiments generate synthetic data by prescribing an initial condition that is a sum of Gaussian plumes, i.e.,
where the standard deviations α i and centers z i , i = 1, 2, . . . , 5, are given in Table 6 .1. The initial condition is pictured in Figure 6 .2. For reference we present four snapshots of the contaminant concentration in the domain at times t = 10Δt, 30Δt, 50Δt, 70Δt in Figure 6 .3. The synthetic data is corrupted by noise for our experi- The goal of our IFP method is not to obtain the true output of interest based on the true parameter but rather to match the prediction obtained by employing any of the traditional inference formulations discussed above. In other words, we are not proposing to improve accuracy of inference but rather to exploit final goals to make existing inference methods more efficient online and more transparent with respect to injected information.
For numerical simulation we discretize the continuous formulation (6.1)-(6.2) in space and time. We discretize in space by the finite element method (FEM) using a regular simplicial mesh with 44 and 88 elements each on the short and long boundary edges, respectively. The mesh has 7744 elements and 4005 nodes. We use a linear nodal basis to approximate the numerical solution. The numerical instability due to the advection term is treated by a streamline upwind Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) correction [6] . The semidiscrete equation is time-stepped by Crank-Nicolson, leading to a system of the form (2.1) with u k = 0 ∀k.
The integral computations for calculating the experimental outputs and the prediction output are also approximated by the discrete solution. For the experimental outputs, the integral is computed using a mass-matrix-weighted inner product between the rapidly decaying Gaussian sensor in the integrand of (6.3) and the solution vector x k at time step k. The prediction output quantity of interest is estimated by using a midpoint rule in time, and the linear nodal basis leads to a midpoint integration rule in space as well. In both experiment and prediction, the outputs are linear functions of the initial condition. For example, define C e such that the experimental outputs (6.4) are given by y e (kΔt) = C e x k , k = 1, 2, . . . , 30.
Let μ = x 0 ; then y e = O e μ, where O e = (C e A) (C e A 2 ) · · · (C e A 30 ) . Similarly, define C p0 such that y p0 (kΔt) = C p0 x k for k = 60, . . . , 70; then y p0 = O p μ,
. For the other outputs of interest, we need only redefine O p appropriately.
Results for numerical experiments.
In this section we present results for the 2-D advection-diffusion application described in the preceding section. We will demonstrate the IFP methodology in each of the three inverse problem formulations described above: TSVD, Tikhonov-regularized, and Gaussian statistical. All of the problems are implemented in MATLAB and utilize the built-in LAPACK eigenvalue solver.
TSVD approach.
The IFP method was applied in the context of the TSVD approach to the initial condition problem described above. In this case, we focus on the time-dependent output y p0 (t). Similar results are obtained for all of the outputs.
Algorithm 2 is implemented to obtain the IFP basis W ∈ R q×s whose first four modes are plotted in Figure 6 .4. The high frequency characteristics are inherited from the eigenmodes V e . For this problem, there are 240 experimental outputs (eight concentration sensors over 30 time steps) and there are 11 prediction outputs (rightside flux over 11 time steps). Although H e mathematically has rank 240, the reduced eigendecomposition reveals that it can be approximated almost exactly by a rank-54 matrix; this is due to the numerical implementation and tolerance in the eigensolver. Downloaded 06/17/13 to 18.7.29.240. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php The singular values Σ ii indicate that there is a subspace of dimension s = 11 for which there will be no information loss in the inference-to-prediction process; therefore, the IFP method yields a basis W ∈ R q×s . Decay of the singular values (see Figure 6 .5) indicates that further truncation to fewer than 11 modes is possible; the IFP solution would then not result in exact predictions, but the error incurred by truncating the last three or four modes would be very small.
We now turn to the results of the inversion. In Figure 6 .6 we plot (a) the real initial condition, (b) the TSVD estimate, (c) the IFP estimate, and (d) the difference or error μ e = μ TSVD − μ IFP . It is important to recall here that the IFP approach targets prediction outputs and is not designed to accurately infer the unknown parameter. Clearly the traditional inference method is more proficient at that.
What is relevant, though, is the propagation of the error μ e to the prediction output y p0 (t). If the IFP estimate μ IFP results in the same predictions as the TSVD estimate μ TSVD as the theory claims, then we expect that the error initial condition μ e will lead to zero prediction. In Figure 6 .7 we plot snapshots of the evolving error field beginning with initial condition μ e at four time steps within the prediction time Downloaded 06/17/13 to 18.7.29.240. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php region t ∈ [60Δt, 70Δt]. It can be seen that the error propagation leads to negligible flux through the right boundary, as the theory predicts.
In Figure 6 .8 we plot the prediction outputs for both the TSVD and IFP approaches, as well as the error in the outputs. The prediction output curves are directly on top of each other, and the error is seven orders of magnitude less than the output predictions themselves. The error is not identically zero due to the numerical approximations, e.g., in the eigenvector solver, where tolerances are used.
Although our results above do not involve further truncation from the original IFP basis in s = 11 dimensions, we show in Figure 6 .9 the error in prediction outputs as it varies with the number of basis vectors included in the IFP estimate. The error is significant if one includes just a few basis vectors, but as soon as six vectors are included the error drops to 10 −6 .
In the next section, we demonstrate the approach for a Tikhonov-regularized inverse problem. Downloaded 06/17/13 to 18.7.29.240. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php 
Tikhonov-regularized approach.
In the Tikhonov-regularized approach, we define the matrix R implicitly by setting the diagonal matrix R R jj = 0.1λ min (1 + (99j/4004)) where λ min is the smallest nonzero eigenvalue of the experiment observability gramian. This spreads the eigenvalues of R R evenly between approximately 0.0660 and 6.6028. We focus in this section on the output y p1 (t) defined above. Results are similar for the other outputs of interest.
For this experiment, we find that s = 26 is the dimension of the IFP basis and here r = q = 4005 since the regularization fills the null space of the experiment observability gramian. The first four basis modes are plotted in Figure 6 .10, and the singular values are shown in Figure 6 .11.
In Figure 6 .12 we show the (a) real initial condition, (b) Tikhonov-regularized (TR) estimate, (c) IFP estimate, and the (d) error μ e = μ TR − μ IFP . The evolution Downloaded 06/17/13 to 18.7.29.240. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php of the error μ e through the advection-diffusion equation is shown in Figure 6 .13 for four time steps in the temporal range of the predictions t ∈ [25Δt, 50Δt]. Consistently with the equal predictions based on TR and IFP parameter estimates, we see that the error initial condition leads to negligible average contaminant concentration within Ω 1 over this time period.
We show the error in predictions and the predictions themselves in Figure 6 .14. The errors are again many orders of magnitude smaller than the predictions, and the predictions themselves lie directly on top of each other. This result is consistent with the theory presented in the preceding sections.
Gaussian statistical approach.
For the statistical approach, we specify a prior distribution on the parameter μ. We use a multivariate normal prior with mean zero and covariance matrix Γ 0 with the (i, j)th element given by Downloaded 06/17/13 to 18.7.29.240. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php 
with constants a = 0.001, b = 0.5, and c = 0.1. We assume the sensors are corrupted by additive Gaussian noise that is independent and identically distributed each with zero mean and variance σ 2 = 0.01. For this numerical experiment we focus on the scalar outputs y p3 and y p4 . We present results here for the posterior predictive mean and posterior predictive covariance; however, more attention is given to the covariance since the mean computation is analogous to the Tikhonov-regularized problem in the preceding section. Downloaded 06/17/13 to 18.7.29.240. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php
In this case again the prior distribution affects every mode of the parameter so that r = q = 4005. On the other hand, there are only two scalar outputs of interest, so we find that the IFP basis has dimension s = 2. In Figure 6 .15 we plot these two basis vectors. The singular values are Σ 11 = 2.855 × 10 −4 and Σ 22 = 1.390 × 10 −4 . The results are presented in Table 6 .2 and Figure 6 .16. The estimated posterior predictive means and covariances are nearly identical, having componentwise errors many orders of magnitude smaller than the values themselves. Once again, the numerical results reflect the theory. Inverting for just two modes of the parameter is sufficient to exactly obtain the posterior predictive distribution. In Figure 6 .16 we plot equiprobability contours of the posterior predictive distribution from the (a) traditional and (b) IFP approaches.
Conclusion.
A goal-oriented inference approach can exploit low-dimensional prediction output quantities of interest by inferring many fewer parameter modes. Errors are tolerated in the parameter estimate without sacrificing any accuracy in the predictions. In the linear setting, the theoretical underpinnings of the IFP method are established for its use in three traditional inverse problem formulations. Prediction exactness holds for all cases, regardless of whether or not prediction modes are well informed by experimental data. The approach has a compelling connection to the balanced truncation model reduction. As a result the number of parameter modes to be inferred in the method can be further truncated based on a joint measure of experiment and prediction observability given by the associated Hankel singular values, which rank the importance of parameter modes to the data-to-prediction map. The new approach admits an offline/online decomposition that may make inference feasible on lightweight, portable devices in the field.
